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Talk Outline

● Our Village                                 ~  who we are

● Our Hill                                       ~  what we are aiming for

● Designing a FAIR dataset          ~  stimuli, protocols, ethics!

● Collecting a FAIR dataset          ~  quality! quality! quality!

● Sharing a FAIR dataset              ~  what we are aiming for



 
Our Village

42 researchers 
 
● 15 professors 
● 6 staff
● 5 postdocs
● 5 master students
● 10 Phd student
● 1 undergrads

Academic diversity:
● neuroscience
● computer science
● psychology
● engineering
● mathematics
● physics
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The Courtois Neuromod Project aims to :

● Train Artificial Neural Networks to behave in a more human-like 
manner 

● Acquire and use extensive fMRI and MEG data, from a small 
number of participants, using variety of naturalistic tasks from a 
range of cognitive domains

● Openly share data with the academic community

Project is divided into 9 branches:

Platform Video games

Vision Audition

Memory Modelling

Emotions MRI

Language https://www.cneuromod.ca/
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Figure from Naselaris et al. 2021 

Extensive data acquisition 
● 6 participants
● 100h per year
● x 5 years

Main hurdle

● Continuing to ensure  we acquire 
quality data throughout → 
challenging our standards

With the help of our Village 

… and members of larger community!



 
Designing a FAIR dataset

Protocols StimuliEthics 

Carefully draft your informed 
consent form & any other 
IRB-related documents.

Obtain all required 
authorizations

Chose tasks that are freely 
available: e.g. HCP fMRI protocol*

Or design tasks that you’ll make 
available: e.g. word triplets task**

Similarly, select stimuli that can 
be freely redistributed, e.g. 
Images10k**

Or deal with copyright issues, 
e.g. Movie10* & videogames**

* included in CNeuromod 1st release
** included in CNeuromod 2nd release

Protip: get legal advice from 
experts in your Country!

To the rescue: check out the 
open-brain-consent.readthedocs.io

To the rescue: reach out & establish collaborations!

Silver lining: well curated novel stimuli dataset 
are worth sharing (and publishing)!



 
Collecting a FAIR dataset

Subjects Data Acquisition

Have to be on board with the 
current research plan 
(intensive, longitudinal, 
multimodal scanning)

And with the fact that the 
data will be made 
available. 

Challenges of 
● multimodal acquisitions: fMRI, MEG, eye tracker, 

biosignals
● unconventional tasks such as video games

○ hardware: built an MRI/MEG compatible controller 
from scratch 

○ software: to avoid closed-source code, rely on 
https://github.com/openai/retro

Protip: future users were not with you in the 
scanner - take lots of detailed notes.

Silver lining: contribution to 
community-driven tools, eg. phys2bids

ID Sex Age Handedness* Maternal language*

Sub-01 m 41 right french

Sub-02 m 47 right french

Sub-03 f 39 right bilingual

Sub-04 f 31 right french

Sub-05 m 46 right english

Sub-06 f 37 right english



 
Sharing a FAIR dataset

Data QC Data Organization Data Access

Check all data type: 
behavioral performance, brain 
activations, etc... Then double 
check.

Compare to previously 
published results (of course 
you are unique, but not that 
unique, right?)

Data (and code!) need to be well 
organized & versioned.

Our data will be available via 
registered access:

● PI with university credentials
● Short blurb about the research
● Sign data transfer agreement

To the rescue: 
community standard!

Protip: you can already declare 
interest at www.cneuromod.ca!



 
Where to find us

Our general info at

Our documentation at

Our code, on Github

Our talks, on YouTube 

Our latest news, on Twitter  @cneuromod

courtois-neuromod

www.cneuromod.ca

docs.cneuromod.ca

courtois.neuromod

https://twitter.com/CNeuromod
https://github.com/courtois-neuromod
http://www.cneuromod.ca
https://docs.cneuromod.ca/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjeuWWEmZt5Zbx0LBiPbDJw
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Thank 
you!

 
Any question, feedback or comment?


